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INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: Children using this product should be kept under close adult supervision at all times. With a curious child, the small snaps and other components could be pulled off creating a choking 

hazard. LED brightness should be set on the lower settings for children to avoid obscuring vision at night. The LED controller has multiple flashing modes including a strobing effect. This effect 

should not be used when you or others in the area are sensitive to strobing lights. Do not use if the LED strips have become damaged. Avoid contact with water. 

ADDITIONAL INFO: Glowy Zoey LED costumes use LED strips which are made up of sensitive electronic components. Treat them with care as too 
much bending or pulling can lead to failure. • If any wires become detached from the connectors, controller or LED strips, discontinue use 
immediately. • Never disconnect connectors by pulling on the wires. • Do not connect the battery box to a charger or an external power source. • 
Do not immerse in water. The clothing portion can be washed after all electronics are removed. • Controller can be bypassed if it becomes lost or 
damaged by connecting battery box cable directly to adapter

ARM LEDS (SHORTER PAIR)

LEG LEDS (LONGER PAIR)

BATTERY BOX

HEADCONTROLLER

TORSO LEDS

ADAPTER

Remove LED strips, battery box, adapter and controller from the 
box. Identify the arms, legs, torso and head using the included 
parts list. Insert 8 AA batteries in battery box and secure with 
included screw (optional, use if this is for a kids costume).

STEP 01

Locate the pocket on the back of the hoodie. Run the wire 
from the battery box through the small slit in the bottom left 
of the pocket. Leave the battery box switch in the off 
position at this time.

STEP 02

Insert the female end of the controller into a slit at the 
bottom of the hoodie that is near the back pocket and push 
it back out to the next slit. Join the controller wire and 
battery box wire and then push them inside of the hoodie. 
Flip the hoodie to the front side.

STEP 03

Run the male end of the controller into the next available slit. 
Place the adapter into the next slit and join to the controller 
inside the hoodie. Note: You can use whatever slits you’d like 
to run your wiring. You may want to skip some or shift 
everything over. Do whatever works best for your size suit.

STEP 04

Attach LED leg pairs to the pants using the clear straps. You 
may want to make adjustments once you have the pants on to 
allow for bending and movement. Take note of the connectors 
at the top. You will join these to any 2 of the 3 connectors on 
the adapter once you have the suit on.

STEP 05

Attach the LED arm pairs to the clear straps. You may want to 
skip a few straps at first so it’s easier to make adjustments once 
the suit is on.  

STEP 06

Attach LED head to hoodie using the clear straps. If you want a 
rounder shape to the head, use only a few straps at the top. Be 
sure connector lines up with the very bottom of the head.

STEP 07

Slide the LED torso strip into the clear plastic pieces on the 
center flap with the 3 connectors side positioned at the 
top.  Connect the connectors to the arms and head. It does 
not matter which connector you use. 

STEP 08

You're almost done!  Take a break and have yourself a 
delicious taco.  You deserve it. 

STEP 09 STEP 10

Attach the bottom of the torso and the 2 leg connectors to 
any of the connectors on the adapter. Switch the battery 
box to the 'on' position and you're good to go!  If lights 
don't turn on, hold down the power button on the 
controller.  You can bypass the controller if it becomes lost 
or damaged by connecting the battery box directly to 
adapter.




